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Data Reduction Systems to Follow Up
Product Sampling Solutions Deployment with
SaaS eTMF Application and Services for Clinical Studies
Union, NJ – March 15, 2014 – Data Reduction Systems Corporation (DRS, www.drscorp.com), a
leading developer of information management solutions, has been selected by a midsize pharmaceutical company to provide TMF document management software and services (DRS eTMF
OneSource). This selection comes on the heels of DRS’ appointment by the same company earlier
this year to implement and deploy DRS 360 Plus, a prescription drug sample management and ordering system marketed by DRS under its DRS PDMA OneSource umbrella.
With this expanded agreement and full array of Sampling and Trial Master File solutions in place,
DRS now assumes end-to-end operational responsibilities for supporting the company’s clinical
studies and marketing processes, from discovery to regulatory approval to marketplace distribution.
As a spokesperson for the pharmaceutical company said, “Our decision to consolidate TMF and
Sample Ordering responsibilities with DRS was greatly influenced by the immediate impact their
professional service staff and DRS 360 Plus had already made with our marketing group’s sample
ordering efforts. But the primary decision point came down to their unique ability and commitment
to provide us with the quantity and quality of cross-departmental resources we require. Specifically, the burning question was ‘Who could provide us with professional staffing for sample accountability help desk support and CDAs for study document quality assurance?’ Hands down, it was DRS
and their Professional Services Group!”
DRS and Its client will now work together on leveraging leading-edge TMF document management
processes to provide operational efficiencies in support of corporate and mutually-stated goals. As
another executive noted, “Our corporate mission is to make our newly developed products more
quickly available to patients in need by shortening study completion times, accelerating patent enrollments and bringing them to market without delay. We are confident that with DRS we now
have the team in place to reach our goals.”
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Rick McQuade, DRS President & CEO, added “Having built its own Trial Master File (TMF) Department, our client clearly understood the complexities associated with constantly operating at peak
efficiency in this arena. Upon successfully completing our client’s thorough and rigorous due diligence process, we are proud to have met their high standards for a second time. First, being selected as their provider of sample accountability solutions and now for TMF document management
services. In addition to our experience in managing clinical trials documents and data, DRS believes
creating a climate of trust through teamwork is critical to success.”
About Data Reduction Systems -- Founded in 1985, Data Reduction Systems (DRS) has long been at
the forefront as a specialist in cross-industry information management technologies and services.
Developed specifically for the life sciences, DRS eTMF OneSource is an integrated system of technologies and services for clinical studies departments. At the heart of the system is a single electronic
Trial Master File repository that centralizes study documents from all locations into one location,
with properly documented chain of custody, whether electronic or paper submission. While the
DRS eTMF OneSource solution preserves high quality levels, it has also proven to be a more streamlined, time-saving approach to the preparation and submission of regulatory documentation for approvals. This typically results in compressed study completion times, accelerated patent enrollments
and bringing remedies more quickly to market for those patients in need.
DRS headquarters is located in Union, New Jersey. For more information, please contact DRS at
info@drscorp.com or visit www.drscorp.com
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